In this paper, we derive the optimal centralized dynamic-time-division-duplex (D-TDD) scheme for a wireless network comprised of K full-duplex nodes impaired by self-interference and additive white Gaussian noise. As a special case, we also provide the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme when the nodes are half-duplex as well as when the wireless network is comprised of both half-duplex and full-duplex nodes. Thereby, we derive the optimal adaptive scheduling of the reception, transmission, simultaneous reception and transmission, and silence at every node in the network in each time slot such that the rate region of the network is maximized. The performance of the optimal centralized D-TDD can serve as an upper-bound to any other TDD scheme, which is useful in qualifying the relative performance of TDD schemes. The numerical results show that the proposed centralized D-TDD scheme achieves significant rate gains over existing centralized D-TDD schemes. reception regardless of the channel conditions and the interference in the network [2] . Due to the scheme being static, the time slots in which the nodes perform reception and the time slots in which the nodes perform transmission are prefixed and unchangeable over long periods [3] .
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-division duplex (TDD) is a communication protocol where the receptions and transmissions of the network nodes are allocated to non-overlapping time slots in the same frequency band. TDD has wide use in 3G, 4G, and 5G since it allows for an easy and flexible control over the flow of uplink and downlink data at the nodes, which is achieved by changing the portion of time slots allocated to reception and transmission at the nodes [2] , [3] .
In general, the TDD scheme can be static or dynamic. In static-TDD, each node pre-allocates a fraction of the total number of time slots for transmission and the rest of the time slots for This work has been published in part at IEEE WCNC 2019 [1] . particular, we derive the optimal scheduling of the reception, transmission, simultaneous reception and transmission, or silence at every FD node in a given time slot such that the rate region of the network is maximized. In addition, as a special case, we also derive the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for a network comprised of HD nodes as well as a network comprised of FD and HD nodes. Our numerical results show that the proposed optimal centralized D-TDD scheme achieves significant gains over existing centralized D-TDD schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system and channel model. In Section III, we formulate the centralized D-TDD problem. In Section IV, we present the optimal centralized D-TFDD scheme for a wireless network comprised of FD and HD nodes.
In Section V, we investigate rate allocation fairness and propose a corresponding rate allocation scheme. Simulation and numerical results are provided in Section VI, and the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the system and channel models.
A. System Model
We consider a wireless network comprised of K FD nodes. Each network node is be able to wirelessly communicate with the rest of the nodes in the network and in a given time slot operate as: 1) a receiver that receives information from other network nodes, 2) a transmitter that sends information to other network nodes, 3) simultaneously receive and transmit information from/to other network nodes, or 4) be silent. The nodes can change their state from one time slot to the next. Moreover, in the considered network, we assume that each node is able to receive information from multiple nodes simultaneously utilizing a multiple-access channel scheme, see [31, Ch. 15.1.2] , however, a node cannot transmit information to more than one node, i.e., we assume that information-theoretic broadcasting schemes, see [31, Ch. 15.1.3] , are not employed.
Hence, the considered network is a collection of many multiple-access channels all operating in the same frequency band.
In the considered wireless network, we assume that there exist a link between any two nodes in the network, i.e., that the network graph is a complete graph. Each link is assumed to be impaired by independent flat fading, which is modelled via the channel gain of the link. The channel gain between any two nodes can be set to zero during the entire transmission time, which in turn models the case when the wireless signal sent from one of the two nodes can not propagate and reach the other node. Otherwise, if the channel gain is non-zero in any time slot during the transmission, then the wireless signal sent from one of the two nodes can reach the other node. Obviously, not all of the links leading to a given node carry desired information and are thereby desired by the considered node. There are links which carry undesired information to a considered node, which are referred to as interference links. An interference link causes the signal transmitted from a given node to reach an unintended destination node, and acts as interference to that node. For example, in Fig. 1 , node 2 wants to receive information from node 1. However, since nodes 3 and 4 are also transmitting in the same time slot, node 2 will experience interference from nodes 3 and 4. Similarly, nodes 4 and 5 experience interference from node 1. It is easy to see that for node 2 it is beneficial if all other nodes, except node 1, are either receiving or silent. However, such a scenario would be harmful for the rest of the network nodes since they will not be able to receive and transmit any data.
In order to model the desired and undesired links for each node, we introduce a binary matrix Q defined as follows. The (j, k) element of Q is equal to 1 if node k regards the signal transmitted from node j as a desired signal, and is equal to 0 if node k regards the signal transmitted from node j as an interference signal. Moreover, letQ denote an identical matrix as Q but with flipped binary values. Hence, the (j, k) element ofQ assumes the value 1 if node k regards the signal transmitted from node j as interference, and the (j, k) element ofQ is 0 when node k regards the signal transmitted from node j as a desired signal.
The matrix Q, and thereby also the matrixQ, are set before the start of the transmission in the network. How a receiving node decides from which nodes it receives desired signals, and thereby from which node it receives interference signals, is unconstrained for the analyses in this paper.
B. Channel Model
We assume that each node in the considered network is impaired by unit-variance additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and that the links between the nodes are impaired by block fading. In addition, due to the in-band simultaneous reception-transmission, each node is also impaired by SI, which occurs due to leakage of energy from the transmitter-end into the receiverend of the node. The SI impairs the decoding of the received information signal significantly, since the SI signal has a relatively higher power compared to the power of the desired signal.
Let the transmission on the network be carried-out over T → ∞ time slots, where a time slot is small enough such that the fading on all network links, including the SI links, can be considered constant during a time slot. Hence, the instantaneous signal-to-noise-ratios (SNRs) of the links are assumed to change only from one time slot to the next and not within a time slot. Let g j,k (i) denote the fading coefficient of the channel between nodes j and k in the considered network in time slot i. Then γ j,k (i) = |g j,k (i)| 2 denotes the instantaneous SNR of the channel between nodes j and k, in time slot i. The case when j = k models the SNR of the SI channel of node k in time slot i, given by γ j,k (i) = |g j,k (i)| 2 . Note that, since the links are impaired by fading, the values of γ j,k (i) change from one time slot to the next. All the CSIs, γ j,k (i), ∀i, j should be aggregated at the central node.
Finally, let G(i) denote the weighted connectivity matrix of the graph of the considered network in time slot i, where the (j, k) element in the matrix G(i) is equal to the instantaneous SNR of the link (j, k), γ j,k (i).
C. Rate Region
Let SINR k (i) denote the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at node k in time slot i. Then, the average rate received at node k over T → ∞ time slots is given bȳ
Using (1), ∀k, we define a weighted sum-rate as
where the values of µ k , for 0 ≤ µ k ≤ 1, K k=1 µ k = 1 are fixed. By maximizing (2) for any fixed µ k , ∀k, we obtain one point of the boundary of the rate region. All possible values of 
Since node k can be in one and only one mode in each time slot, i.e., it can either receive, transmit, simultaneously receive and transmit, or be silent, the following has to hold
For the purpose of simplifying the analytical derivations, it is more convenient to represent (7) as
where if r k (i) + t k (i) + f k (i) = 0 holds, then node k is silent in time slot i. Now, using the binary variables defined in (3)-(6), we define vectors r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i)
as
Hence, the k-th element of the vector r(i)/t(i)/f(i)/s(i) is r k (i)/t k (i)/f k (i)/s k (i), and this element shows whether the k-th node is receiving/transmitting/simultaneously receiving and transmitting/silent. Therefore, the four vectors r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i), given by (9)-(12), show which nodes in the network are receiving, transmitting, simultaneously receiving and transmitting, and are silent in time slot i, respectively. Due to condition (7) , the elements in the vectors r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i) are mutually dependent and have to satisfy the following condition
where e is the all-ones vector, i.e., e = [1, 1, ..., 1].
The main problem in the considered wireless network is finding the optimum vectors r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i) that maximize the boundary of the rate region of the network, which can be obtained by using the following optimization problem Maximize:
where µ k are fixed. The solution of this problem is given in Theorem 2 in Section IV.
Before investigating the problem in (14), we define two auxiliary matrices that will help us derive the main result. Specifically, using matrices G(i), Q, andQ defined in Sec. II, we define two auxiliary matrices D(i) and I(i), as
where • denotes the Hadamard product of matrices, i.e., the element wise multiplication of two matrices. Hence, elements in the matrix D(i) are the instantaneous SNRs of the desired links which carry desired information. Conversely, the elements in the matrix I(i) are the instantaneous SNRs of the interference links which carry undesired information. Let d ⊺ k (i) and i ⊺ k (i) denote the k-th column vectors of the matrices D(i) and I(i), respectively. The vectors d ⊺ k (i) and i ⊺ k (i) show the instantaneous SNRs of the desired and interference links for node k in time slot i, respectively. For example, if the third and fourth elements in d ⊺ k (i) are non-zero and thereby equal to γ 3,k (i) and γ 4,k (i), respectively, then this means that the k-th node receives desired signals from the third and the fourth elements in the network via channels which have squared instantaneous SNRs γ 3,k (i) and γ 4,k (i), respectively. Similar, if the fifth, sixth, and k-th elements in i ⊺ k (i) are non-zeros and thereby equal to γ 5,k (i), γ 6,k and γ k,k (i), respectively, it means that the k-th node receives interference signals from the fifth and the sixth nodes in the network via channels which have squared instantaneous SNRs γ 5,k (i) and γ 6,k (i), respectively, and that the k-th node suffers from SI with squared instantaneous SNR γ k,k (i).
Remark 1:
A central processor is assumed to collect all instantaneous SNRs, γ j,k (i), and thereby construct G(i) at the start of time slot i. This central unit will then decide the optimal values of r(i), t(i), f(i) and s(i), defined in (9)-(12), based on the proposed centralized D-TDD scheme, and broadcast these values to the rest of the nodes. Once the optimal values of r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i) are known at all nodes the transmissions, receptions, simultaneous transmission and reception, and silences of the nodes can start in time slot i. Obviously, acquiring global CSI at a central processor is impossible in practice as it will incure a huge overhead and, by the time it is used, the CSI will likely be outdated. However, this assumption will allow us to compute an upper bound on the network performance which will serve as an upper bound to the performance of any D-TDD scheme.
Remark 2: Note that the optimal state of the nodes of the network (i.e., receive, transmit, simultaneously receive and transmit, or silent) in each time slot can also be obtained by bruteforce search. Even if this is possible for a small network, an analytical solution of the problem will provide depth insights into the corresponding problem.
Remark 3: In this paper, we only optimize the reception-transmission schedule of the nodes, and not the transmission coefficients of the nodes, which leads to interference alignment [32] .
Combining adaptive reception-transmission with interference alignment is left for future work.
IV. THE OPTIMAL CENTRALIZED D-TDD SCHEME
Using the notations in SectionsII and III, we state a theorem that models the received rate at node k in time slot i.
Theorem 1: Assuming that all nodes transmit with power P , then the received rate at node k in time slot i is given by
which is achieved by a multiple-access channels scheme between the desired nodes of node k acting as transmitter and node k acting as a receiver. To this end, node k employs successive interference cancellation to the codewords from the desired nodes whose rates are appropriately adjusted in order for (17) to hold.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A for the proof.
In (17), we have obtained a very simple and compact expression for the received rate at each node of the network in each time slot. As can be seen from (17), the rate depends on the fading channel gains of the desired links via d ⊺ k (i) and the interference links via i ⊺ k (i), as well as the state selection vectors of the network via t(i), r(i), and f(i).
Using the received rate at each node of the network, defined by (17), we obtain the average received rate at node k asR
Inserting (17) into (18), and then (18) into (2), we obtain the weighted sum-rate of the network
Now, note that the only variables that can be manipulated in (19) in each time slot are the values of the elements in the vectors t(i), r(i), and f(i), and the values of µ k , ∀k. We use t(i), r(i),
and f(i) to maximize the boundary of the rate region for a given µ k , ∀k, in the following. In addition, later on in Section V, we use the constants µ k , ∀k, to establish a scheme that achieves fairness between the nodes of the network.
The optimum vectors r(i), t(i), f(i), and s(i) that maximize the boundary of the rate region of the network can be obtained by the following optimization problem Maximize:
Subject to :
where µ k are fixed. The solution of this problem is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
The optimal values of the vectors t(i), r(i), f(i), and s(i), which maximize the boundary of the rate region of the network, found as the solution of (20) , is given by Algorithm 1,  which is explained in details in the following.
Algorithm 1 Finding the optimal vector, t(i)
Initiate n = 0, and t x (i) 0 , w x (i) 0 and l x (i) 0 randomly, x ∈ {1, 2, .., K}, where K d is the set of desired nodes. compute t x (i) n with (21) 10: compute w x (i) n with (22) 11:
compute l x (i) n with (25) 12: ****** Iterative-loop end***** 13: if t x (i) = 0 and t k (i) = 1, ∀k, where (x, k) element of Q is one then 14: r x (i) = 1 15: if t x (i) = 0 and t k (i) = 0, ∀k, where (x, k) element of Q is one then 16: s x (i) = 1 17: if t x (i) = 1 and t k (i) = 1, ∀k, where (x, k) element of Q is one then if t x (i) = 1 and t k (i) = 0, ∀k, where (x, k) element of Q is one then 20: t x (i) remains unchanged 21: return t(i), r(i), f(i), s(i) Algorithm 1 is an iterative algorithm. Each iteration has its own index, denoted by n. In each iteration, we compute the vector t(i) in addition to two auxiliary vectors w(i) = {w 1 (i), w 2 (i), ... , w N (i)} and l(i) = {l 1 (i), l 2 (i), ..., l N (i)}. Since the computation process is iterative, we add the index n to denote the n'th iteration. Hence, the variables t x (i), w x (i), and l x (i) in iteration n are denoted by t x (i) n , w x (i) n , and l x (i) n , respectively. In each iteration, n, the variable t x (i) n , for x ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, is calculated as
• t x (i) n = 1 if otherwise.
In (21), d v,k (i) and i v,k (i) are the (v, k) elements of the matrices D(i) and I(i), respectively.
Whereas, l k (i) n and w k (i) n are the auxiliary variables, and they are treated as constants in this stage and will be given in the following.
In iteration n, the variable w x (i) n , for x ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, is calculated as
where A x (i) and B x (i) are defined as
In iteration n, the variable l x (i) n , for x ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, is calculated as
where w x (i) n is treated as constant in this stage. In addition, A x (i) and B x (i), are given by (23) and (24), respectively.
The process of updating the variables t x (i) n , w x (i) n , and l x (i) n for each time slot i is repeated until convergence occurs, which can be checked by the following equation
where Λ n = N k=1 µ k log 2 1 + P t(i)nd ⊺ k (i) 1+P t(i)ni ⊺ k (i) . Moreover, ǫ > 0 is a relatively small constant, such as ǫ = 10 −6 .
Once t x (i), ∀x, is decided, the other variables, r x (i), f x (i), and s x (i) can be calculated as follows. If t x (i) = 0, t k (i) = 1, and the (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then r x (i) = 1.
If t x (i) = 0, t k (i) = 0, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then s x (i) = 1. If t x (i) = 1, t k (i) = 1, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then f x (i) = 1 and we set t x (i) = 0. Finally, if t x (i) = 1, t k (i) = 0, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then t x (i) remains unchanged.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B for the proof.
A. Special Case of the Proposed Centralized D-TDD Scheme for HD nodes
As a special case of the proposed centralized D-TDD scheme for a network comprised of FD nodes proposed in Theorem 2, we investigate the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for network comprised of HD nodes that maximizes the rate region.
For the case of a network comprised of HD nodes, we again use the vectors r(i), t(i), and s(i), and set the vector f(i) to all zeros due to the HD mode. The optimum vectors r(i), t(i), and s(i) that maximize the boundary of the rate region of a network comprised of HD nodes can be obtained by the following optimization problem Maximize:
where µ k , ∀k is fixed. The solution of this problem is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
The optimal values of the vectors t(i), r(i), and s(i) which maximize the boundary of the rate region of the considered network comprised of HD nodes, found as the solution of (27) , is also given by Algorithm 1 where lines 17-18 in Algorithm 1 need to be removed and where γ j,k (i) is set to γ j,k (i) = ∞, ∀j = k and ∀i in the weighted connectivity matrix G(i).
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C for the proof.
Remark 4:
For the case when the network is comprised of both FD and HD nodes, Theorem 3 needs to be applied only to the HD nodes in order to obtain the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for this case
V. RATE ALLOCATION FAIRNESS
The nodes in a network have different rate demands based on the application they employ. In this section, we propose a scheme that allocates resources to the network nodes based on the rate demand of the network nodes. To this end, in the following, we assume that the central processor has access to the rate demands of the network nodes.
Rate allocation can be done using a prioritized rate allocation policy, where some nodes have a higher priority compared to others, and thereby, should be served preferentially. For example, some nodes are paying more to the network operator compared to the other nodes in exchange for higher data rates. In this policy, nodes with lower priority are served only when higher priority nodes are served acceptably. On the other hand, nodes that have the same priority level should be served by a fair rate allocation scheme that allocates resources proportional to the node needs.
In the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme given in Theorem 2, the average received rate of user k can be controlled via the constant 0 ≤ µ k ≤ 1, ∀k. By varying µ k from zero to one, the average received rate of user k can be increased from zero to the maximum possible rate.
Thereby, by optimizing the value of µ k , ∀k, we can establish a rate allocation scheme among the users which allocates resources based on the rate demand of the nodes. In the following, we propose a practical centralized D-TDD scheme for rate allocation in real-time by adjusting the values of µ = [µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ K ].
A. Proposed Rate Allocation Scheme For a Given Fairness
The average received rate at node k obtained using the proposed optimal centralized D-TDD scheme is given byR
where R * k (i, µ k ) is the maximum received rate at node k in the time slot i, obtained by Algorithm 1 for fixed µ.
Let τ = [τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ K ], where τ k ≥ 0 be a vector of the rate demands of the nodes and let α = [α 1 , α 2 , ..., α K ] be the priority level vector of the nodes, where 0 ≤ α k ≤ 1 and N k=1 α k = 1. The priority level vector, α k , determines the importance of user k such that the higher the value of α k , the higher the priority of the k-th node.
In order to achieve rate allocations according to the rate demands in τ and the priority levels in α, we aim to minimize the weighted squared difference between the average received ratē R k (µ) and the rate demand, given by τ k , ∀k, i.e., to make the weighted sum squared error, N k=1 α k R k (µ) − τ k 2 , as smallest as possible. Note that there may not be enough network resource to make the weighted sum squared error to be equal to zero. However, the higher α k is, more network resources need to be allocated to node k in order to increase its rate and brinḡ R k (µ) close to τ k .
Using τ and α, we devise the following rate-allocation problem Minimize:
The optimization problem in (29) belongs to a family of a well investigated optimization problems in [33] , which do not have closed form solutions. Hence, we propose the following heuristic solution of (29) by setting µ to µ = µ e (i), where each element of µ e (i) is obtained as
where δ k (i), ∀k, can be some properly chosen monotonically decaying function of i with δ k (1) < 1, such as 1 2i . Note that after updating µ e k (i), ∀k, values, we should normalize them to bring µ e k (i), ∀k in the range (0 ≤ µ k ≤ 1). To this end, we apply the following normalization method µ e k (i + 1) = µ e k (i + 1) N k=1 µ e k (i + 1)
, ∀k.
In (30),R e k (i, µ e (i)) is the real time estimation ofR k (µ), which is given bȳ
VI. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results where we compare the proposed optimal central- In this area, we place 50 pairs of nodes randomly as follows. We randomly place one node of each pair in the considered area and then the paired node is placed by choosing an angle uniformly at random from 0 • to 360 • and choosing a distance uniformly at random from χ=10 m to 100 m, from the first node. For a given pair of two nodes, we assume that only the link between the paired nodes is desired and all other links act as interference links. The channel gain corresponding to the each link is assumed to have Rayleigh fading, where the mean of γ j,k (i) is calculated using the standard path-loss model [34] as
where c is the speed of light, f c = 1.9 GHz is the carrier frequency, χ jk is the distance between node j and k, and β = 3.6 is the path loss exponent. In addition, the average SI suppression varies from 110 dB to 130 dB.
Benchmark Scheme 1 (Conventional scheme):
This benchmark is the TDD scheme used in current wireless networks. The network nodes are divided into two groups, denoted by A and B.
In odd time slots, nodes in group A send information to the desired nodes in group B. Then, in the even time slots, nodes in group B send information to the desired nodes in group A. With this approach there is no interference between the nodes within group A and within group B since the transmissions are synchronized. However, there are interferences from the nodes in group A to the nodes in group B, and vice versa.
Benchmark Scheme 2 (Interference spins scheme):
The interference spins scheme, proposed in [27] , has been considered as the second benchmark scheme.
Benchmark Scheme 3 (Conventional FD scheme):
This benchmark is the TDD scheme used in a wireless networks with FD nodes. The network nodes are divided into two groups, denoted by A and B. In all the time slots, nodes in group A send information to the desired nodes in group B, and also nodes in group B send information to the desired nodes in group A. The SI suppression is set to 110 dB.
A. Numerical Results
In Fig. 2, we show the sum-rates achieved using the proposed scheme for different SI suppression levels and the benchmark schemes as a function of the transmission power at the nodes, P .
This example is for an area of 1000*1000 m 2 , where µ k is fixed to µ k = 1 k , ∀k. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , for the low transmit power region, where noise is dominant, all schemes achieve a similar sum-rate. However, increasing the transmit power causes the overall interference to increase, in which case the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme achieves a large gain over the considered benchmark schemes. The benchmark schemes show limited performance since in the high power region they can not avoid the interference as effective as the proposed scheme.
In Fig. 3 , the sum-rates gain with respect to (w. r. t.) Benchmark Scheme 1 (BS 1) is presented for different schemes as a function of the dimension of the considered area, ρ. We assume that the transmit power is fixed to P =20 dBm, and µ k = 1 k , ∀k. Since the nodes are placed randomly in an area of ρ × ρ m 2 , for large ρ, the links become more separated and the interference has a weeker effect. As a result, all of the schemes have close sum-rate results. However, decreasing the dimension, ρ, causes the overall interference to increase, which leads to the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme to have a considerable gain over the benchmark schemes.
In Fig. 4 , we show the rate region achieved using the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for two different group of nodes, where all the nodes that belong in each group have the same values of µ. Let µ 1 be assigned to the first group and µ 2 to the second group of nodes. By varying the value of µ 1 from zero to one, and setting µ 2 = 1 − µ 1 , as well as aggregating the achieved rates for each group we can get the rate region of the network of the two groups. In this example, the transmit power is fixed to P =20 dBm and the area dimension is 1000×1000 m 2 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the proposed scheme with HD nodes has more than 15% improvement in the rate region area compared to the benchmark schemes. More importantly, the proposed In Fig. 5 , we present the total time required by the optimal algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 to obtain the solution as a function of the number of nodes in the network. For comparison purpose, we also present the total time required by a general brute-force search algorithm to search over all the possible solutions in order to to find the optimal one. To this end, we set the power at the nodes to P = 20 dBm, and the area to 1000×1000 m 2 . As it can be seen from In Fig. 6 , we illustrate the rate achieved using the proposed scheme applying the rate allocation scheme for N = 10, as a function of node number index. Moreover, we assume that the transmit power is fixed to P = 20 dBm, the dimension is ρ=1000 m, and the SI suppression is 110 dB. We have investigated two cases where in both cases the users have same priority, i.e., α k = 0.1, ∀k.
However, in one case data demand by users (right plot) is set to τ k = k 2 , ∀k, and in the other the data demand by users (left plot) is set to τ k = k, ∀k. As can be seen in the right plot of the Fig. 6 , the rate allocation scheme is able to successfully answer the data demanded by users.
However, in the case of the left plot of Fig. 6 , the rate allocation scheme was not able to answer the rates demand of the nodes due to capacity limits. Regardless, it successfully managed to hold the average received rates as close as possible to the demanded rates. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we devised the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for a wireless network comprised of K FD or HD nodes, which maximizes the rate region of the network. The proposed centralized D-TDD scheme makes an optimal decision of which node should receive, transmit, simultaneously receive and transmit, or be silent in each time slot. In addition, we proposed a fairness scheme that allocates data rates to the nodes according to the user data demands. We have shown that the proposed optimal centralized D-TDD scheme has significant gains over existing centralized D-TDD schemes.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1
The signal received at node k is given by
where K d and K u are the sets of desired and undesired nodes, respectively and s v (i) is the transmitted codeword from node v. Assuming the transmission rates of the desired nodes are adjusted such that the receiving node can perform successive interference cancellation of the desired codewords, the rate received at node k from all the desired nodes is given by
which can be simplified to
By substituting v∈K d g v,k (i) = [t(i) + f(i)] d ⊺ k (i) and v∈Ku g v,k (i) = [t(i) + f(i)] i ⊺ k (i) into (36) , and assuming that σ 2 k = 1, we obtain the rate R k (i) as in (17) . This completes the proof.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Using the vector t(i) and the matrix Q, we can obtain the other vectors, r(i), f(i), and s(i).
Specially, if t x (i) = 0, t k (i) = 1, and the (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then, r x (i) = 1.
If t x (i) = 0, t k (i) = 0, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then, s x (i) = 1. If t x (i) = 1, t k (i) = 1, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then, f x (i) = 1 and we set t x (i) = 0. Finally, if t x (i) = 1, t k (i) = 0, and (x, k) element of Q is equal to one, then, t x (i) is given by (21) .
Since the values of t(i) are sufficient, we simplify the optimization problem in (20) as Maximize:
To obtain the solution of (37), we first transform the non-convex objective function in (37) into an equivalent objective function. To this end, let us define A k (i) and B k (i) as the numerator and denominator values to simplify the notation, where
Now, we relax constraint C1 in (20) 
Using Proposition 1 in [35] , we transform the objective function in (40) into an equivalent form as
Maximize:
where the vector w(i) = {w 1 (i), w 2 (i), ..., w N (i)} is a scaling factor vector, given by
It has been shown in Proposition 1 in [35] that the optimization problem in (41) is equivalent to the optimization problem in (40) when the scaling factor w(i) is optimized using (42), i.e., both (41) and (40) have the same global solution when w(i) = W opt (i) is selected optimally. When w(i) is obtained from (42), the optimization problem in (41) can be written as an optimization of t(i) as Maximize:
µ k log 2 |w opt k (i)| 2 − log 2 | A k (i) − w opt k (i)| 2 +B k (i) Subject to :
However, the optimization problem in (43) is still non-convex [36] . Hence, we define an additional scaling factors vector, l(i) = {l 1 (i), l 2 (i), ..., l N (i)}, and rewrite (43) as Maximize:
where clearly (44) is a concave function of l(i). Furthermore, the optimum l(i) can be calculated by taking the derivative from the objective function in (44) with respect to l(i) and then setting the result to zero, which results in l k (i) = 1 | A k (i) − w opt k (i)| 2 +B k (i)
.
The optimization problem in (44) has the same solution as the main optimization problem in (43), when w(i) and l(i) are chosen using (42) and (45), respectively. As a result, our problem now is Maximize:
µ k log 2 |w opt k (i)| 2 + log 2 (l opt k (i)) − l opt k (i) ln 2 | A k (i) − w opt k (i)| 2 +B k (i) Subject to :
We now use the Lagrangian to solve (46). Thereby, we obtain
where λ v 1 (i) ≥ 0 and λ v 2 (i) ≥ 0, ∀v, are the Lagrangian multipliers. By differentiating L in (47) with respect to t x (i), ∀x, we obtain
Finally, equivalenting the results in (48) to zero, dL dtx(i) = 0, gives us the necessary equations to acquire optimum t x (i), ∀x, as
In order to find the condition for specifying the value of one or zero to each t x (i), ∀x, we set t x (i) = 0 in (49) which leads λ x 2 (i) = 0 (by complementary slackness in KKT condition), as a result the condition for choosing t x (i) = 0 is acquired as N k=1 P µ k l opt k (i) ln 2
By knowing that λ x 1 (i) ≥ 0, we obtain the optimal state selection scheme in Theorem 2. This completes the proof.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
The main diagonal elements of G(i) model the SI channel of each node. Hence, by setting the values of the main diagonal of G(i) to infinite, we will make the simultaneous reception and transmissions for the FD nodes impossible to be selected and thereby make the FD nodes into HD nodes. As a result, in the proposed centralized D-TDD scheme in Algorithm 1, the nodes will either be transmitting, receiving, or be silent. Hence, the proposed scheme in Algorithm 1 is the optimal centralized D-TDD scheme for a wireless network comprised of HD nodes when the main diagonal of the G(i) are set to infinity.
